DEPARTMENTAL NEWS

This section contains important news (such as permanent appoint-
ments, prizes awarded, etc.) as supplied by the Mathematics De-
partments of Universities in Ireland.

The Editor does not take any responsibility for the accuracy of
the information provided.

National University of Ireland Maynooth

Dr Stephen Buckley has been promoted to Associate Professor. Dr
J. J. Ramon, formerly Berlin has been appointed to a one-year Con-
tact Lectureship in Mathematics. His interests are in Algebraic
Geometry, especially conjectures of Hodge and Tate.

Dr Ian Short, formerly a student of Alan Beardon at Cambridge,
has been appointed to a postdoctoral position with Professor A. G.
O’Farrell, to work on the Reversible Maps Project. Dr Natalia Bu-
darina (Vladimir State Pedagogical University, Russia) has been ap-
pointed to a postdoctoral research position with Dr Detta Dickinson,
to work on Diophantine approximation on manifolds.